Abstract: Accuracy is essential for optical head-tracking in cranial radiotherapy. Recently, the exploitation of local patterns of tissue information was proposed to achieve a more robust registration. Here, we validate a ground truth for this information obtained from high resolution MRI scans. In ve subjects we compared the segmentation accuracy of a semi-automatic algorithm with ve human experts. While the algorithm segments the skin and bone surface with an average accuracy of less than 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively, the mean error on the tissue thickness was 0.17 mm. We conclude that this accuracy is a reasonable basis for extracting reliable cutaneous structures to support surface registration.
Introduction
Precise localization of the cranium is vital for e ective head radiotherapy. Thus, patient immobilization is currently achieved by inconvenient thermoplastic masks with repositioning accuracies in the mm range [1] . A fast alternative for more comfortable monitoring during treatment is given by marker-less optical head-tracking. To achieve the desired sub-millimeter accuracy and robustness of skin surface registration for continuous scanning over time, feature-supported tracking was introduced recently [2] . Using machine learning models, optical backscatter features across the forehead are converted into a tissue thickness measure, which is joined with the 3D spatial information and then used for enhanced 4D surface registration. These models are generated in a supervised manner based on a high resolution ground truth for tissue thickness across the forehead. Here, we validate the ground truth accuracy and show that the segmentation procedure used in [2] su ces to provide smooth subcutaneous structures across the forehead.
Material and methods . Data acquisition
High resolution MR images (0.1025 mm × 0.1025 mm 1 mm) of the forehead region were acquired on an Ingenia 3.0T scanner (Philips Healthcare) from ve subjects (3 male, 2 female, aged 25-64). Fig. 1 marks the region of interest in a lower resolution T1 scan of the entire head. The imaging sequence was a gradient echo (FFE-T1) with a ip angle of 15
• to rapidly acquire a volume of 210 mm × 210 mm × 70 mm. Echo time was kept as low as possible (TE/TR = 5/17 ms) to minimize susceptibility artifacts at tissue-air/bone interfaces [3] . The volume was aligned in parallel to the AC-PC line and approximately orthogonal to the forehead surface. 
. Tissue segmentation
The segmentation pipeline consists of nine major steps and was performed slice-wise. First, the initial segmentation of ve components (grey matter, white matter, cerebral spinal uid (CSF), meninges and skull/skin) was done using SPM8 [4] . Based on probability maps, the output indicates the likelihood for each voxel of belonging to a certain type of anatomy. Second, the rst four components were merged into a negative and the last component (extra-cranial tissue and skull) into a positive mask. By masking the original image with both of them, the interior of the skull was cut out and only voxels were kept that had a probability of more than 25% of belonging to component ve and more than 68% of not belonging to one of the others (cf . Fig 2A-D) . The volume-of-interest (VOI) was then restricted to the forehead (Fig 2E) . In a third step manual inspection allowed to correct for rare drops in local contrast or large vessels. In rare cases these may lead to holes in the tissue region which cannot be closed using a previously applied morphological closing operator and median low-pass lter. Fourth, a 2D region growing algorithm was used to extract the largest, connected tissue segment (Fig 2F) . In order to obtain a smooth edge of the tissue-bone boundary, 2D snakes were applied [5] (200 support points, 150 gradient descent steps, weights for tension and sti ness were 0.03 and 0.005, respectively). The active contour also made use of a balloon force and gradient vector ow as an external force. Fig 2G shows the initial contour and the optimized result for one slice. Fig 2H plots the segment contained within this optimized contour. Canny edge detection then yielded the air-tissue boundary (cf. Fig 2I) . In the eighth step agglomerative clustering rejected minor contours (e.g. surrounding vessels) and identi ed the point clouds for the skin and bone surface. From these clouds the actual tissue thickness was obtained as the distance between each point on the skin surface and the penetration point of the corresponding normal vector at the bone surface (cf . Fig 3) .
. Expert segmentation and validation
The algorithmic segmentation as described above was validated based on the segmentation results of ve skilled human experts. Each of them manually segmented the skin and bone surfaces for one slice per subject. Each slice was selected from the middle of the volume to be representative for the forehead region possibly scanned by an optical tracking system. To evaluate the segmentation error propagation to the skin thickness measure, the experts were also asked to segment ve slices for subject three. Five slices were su cient to apply the normal vector penetration procedure and to compare with the tissue thickness output by the segmentation algorithm. The deviation of the algorithmic from the expert segmentation was computed as a 3D vector using point-to-point correspondences obtained via Euclidean nearest-neighbor search. Finally, expert ve segmented one slice of subject three ve times, in order to get an impression of the intra-operator reproducibility.
Results
Fig . 4 shows the algorithmic segmentation result for subject three. The top part shows the 3D skin surface overlaid with color-coded tissue thickness. The surface shows smooth subcutaneous and cutaneous structures. The histogram reveals that large areas on the forehead had a tissue thickness between 3.4 mm and 5.6 mm. This corresponds to 80 % of the histogram area. Corresponding intervals for the other subjects (not shown) had a range of 3.35 mm (S1, 70 %), 3.87 mm (S2, 70 %), 2.60 mm (S4, 80 %), and 1.98 mm (S5, 80 %). The deviation of the algorithmic from the expert segmentation is provided in Table 1 . As illustrated in Fig. 5 , the tissue boundary was always identi ed with an average accuracy of less than 0.1 mm and the bone with less than 0.2 mm. The standard deviations shown in Table 1 contain on average 0.019 mm inter-operator variability for the skin and 0.031 for the bone surface (root-mean-square across all subjects). Expert ve was able to reproduce his results with mean deviations of 0.084 mm for the skin and 0.086 mm for the bone. All experts segmented ve slices for subject three to evaluate how the segmentation errors on the skin and bone boundaries translate to the tissue thickness measure. The Table 2 . On average, the error on the tissue thickness in that region was found to be 0.173 mm and for all experts less than 0.21 mm.
Discussion and conclusion
A qualitative evaluation of the skin patches reveals that cutaneous structures were smoothly visible after segmentation. These variations in tissue thickness originate from subcutaneous vessels, facial muscles or changes in the subcutaneous fat layer. The segmentation error for the airtissue and tissue-bone interface were on average less than twice the in-plane voxel size. With respect to the theoretical limit of half the voxel size and the main thickness in- terval of tissue across the forehead (here the structures were varying in ranges of 1.98 mm or more), this is acceptable. Moreover, repeated manual segmentation for one expert suggests that signi cant parts of this error may be due to intra-operator variability. The accuracy across subjects may vary due to motion during the acquisition process, which lasted approximately 16 min (as it was the case for subjects two and ve). This motion leads to much noisier images and blurred boundaries. Large motion results in halo-like noise patterns around the head. In general, the segmentation of the bone was more prone to errors due to a poorer contrast with respect to the adjacent cranium or meninges structures. Nevertheless, it was found that the mean boundary deviations do not additively translate to the skin thickness measure. One possible contribution to this is that the thickness was extracted along the forehead normal direction, while the slice orientation was not precisely orthogonal.
In conclusion, we have shown, that the accuracy of tissue thickness segmentation is acceptable and provides a reasonable basis for revealing smooth and prominent cutaneous structures across the forehead. These can add valuable information to a surface registration process and x poorly de ned degrees of freedom.
